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Abstract
Constraint based methods, such as the Flux Balance Analysis, are widely used to model cellular growth
processes without relying on extensive information on the regulatory features. The regulation is instead
substituted by an optimization problem usually aiming at maximal biomass accumulation. A recent exten-
sion to these methods called the dynamic enzyme-cost Flux Balance Analysis (deFBA) is a fully dynamic
modeling method allowing for the prediction of necessary enzyme levels under changing environmental con-
ditions. However, this method was designed for deterministic settings in which all dynamics, parameters,
etc. are exactly known. In this work, we present a theoretical framework extending the deFBA to handle
uncertainties and provide a robust solution. We use the ideas from multi-stage nonlinear Model Predic-
tive Control (MPC) and its feature to represent the evolution of uncertainties by an exponentially growing
scenario tree. While this representation is able to construct a deterministic optimization problem in the
presence of uncertainties, the computational cost also increases exponentially. We counter this by using a
receding prediction horizon and reshape the standard deFBA to the short-time deFBA (sdeFBA). This leads
us, along with further simplification of the scenario tree, to the robust deFBA (rdeFBA). This framework is
capable of handling the uncertainties in the model itself as well as uncertainties experienced by the modeled
system. We applied these algorithms to two case-studies: a minimal enzymatic nutrient uptake network,
and the abstraction of the core metabolic process in bacteria.
Keywords: Flux Balance Analysis, Robust Optimization, Predictive control
1. Introduction
Bacteria are encountering variations in their natural living spaces and have developed complex regulatory
mechanism to cope with these. Without full knowledge on these mechanisms we usually rely on optimization
based methods to predict the behavior of the bacteria. The most prominent approach utilizing this concept
is the Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) [1]. This idea optimizes the fluxes in steady state, such that a biomass
producing flux is maximized. This simple approach has led to a number of different extensions like the
iterative FBA methods presented in [2] and [3]. They calculate optimal fluxes for each iterative step with the
standard FBA and update the environmental conditions with regards to the calculated fluxes. While these
models can already include changes in the environment, they tend to react very abruptly to these changes
as adaptation processes are not modeled. These adaptation processes are mainly changes in the utilized
pathways, which need the presence of the corresponding enzymes to work correctly. The relation between
the pathway usage and the enzyme levels was first modeled in the Resource Balance Analysis (RBA) [4].
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These models optimize the growth rate under fixed environment while including enzymatic flux constraints
to limit uptake and metabolic fluxes. The solution are the flux rates and the enzyme distribution under
the quasi-stationary assumption, leading to the optimized exponential growth. These methods culminated
in the dynamic enzyme-cost FBA (deFBA) [5], which predicts all reaction rates and the enzyme levels over
a time course. It is especially useful in investigating the adaptation process over the course of nutrient
changes, e.g. the switch from aerobic to anaerobic growth conditions or the depletion of a preferred carbon
source.
All of these modeling methods rely heavily on experimental measurements for the stoichiometry, flux
bounds, catalytic constants, etc. These measurements naturally include errors and thus introduce a form of
uncertainty to the biological models. While there are some extensions to the FBA handling uncertainties in
the stoichiometry of the network [6] or the steady-state assumption [7], these are only applicable to static
problems without the inclusion of enzyme catalysis.
In this work we present a general framework for the class of FBA methods capable of portraying uncertain
parameters, and to ensure robust results with respect to these uncertainties. It is important to ensure
robustness, because otherwise we might get infeasible results, e.g. in a model with uncertain nutrient
dynamics a non robust solution might predict uptake of an already depleted source. With the deFBA being
the most complex FBA method to date, we have chosen it as the basis for our framework and combine it with
some ideas originating in robust Model Predictive Control (MPC) [8]. As most MPC applications naturally
include uncertainties, these methods have already shown they can be used in real world applications. The
most classic approach in robust MPC is the min-max MPC [9]. The solution for this problem is a series
of control inputs minimizing the objective for a worst-case realization of the uncertainties. This approach
could be included in the deFBA, but for more complex networks the problem may lead to a very conservative
solution or even become infeasible as shown in [10]. Another possible class of robust methods is the tube-
based MPC [11]. Here the solution of the nominal control problem is combined with a so called ancillary-
controller ensuring the evolution of the real uncertain system is constrained to a predefined tube centered
around the nominal trajectory. This method guarantees stability and the solution satisfies all constraints
under the uncertainties. Yet, optimality of the solution is not addressed, and can therefore not be used in
the biological setting, as the optimality of the solution is the governing assumption for all FBA methods.
Instead we use the multi-stage nonlinear MPC (NMPC) [12], [13] as the robust method to be combined
with the deFBA. The multi-stage NMPC uses a representation of uncertainties by means of a scenario tree
on a finite prediction horizon. These trees are constructed by modeling the influence of an uncertainty
as a discrete event, which creates additional vertices in the tree. Hence, the number of paths in this tree
grows exponentially in the number of uncertainties and the observed time frame. This leads to a very large
optimization problems if applied to deFBA models with a large number of measured values and a prediction
over long time spans. Consequently, we apply the idea of the receding prediction horizon to the deFBA to
minimize the size of the scenario tree and thus the problem size. Our first contribution is the short-term
deFBA (sdeFBA), which utilizes the receding prediction horizon to form an iterative scheme to solve deFBA
problems. In this context, we suggest a systematic way to choose the prediction horizon for the sdeFBA
such that the results are qualitatively similar or superior to the deFBA solutions. Using the sdeFBA in
itself can be beneficial for some applications, but most importantly is can be used as a predictor inside a
MPC scheme.
The next step in formulating the robust framework is the integration of the scenario tree in the sdeFBA.
We call the result the robust deFBA (rdeFBA). While capable to handle all kinds of uncertainties relevant to
the metabolic networks, we focus on measurement errors in the catalytic constants. The effects of uncertainty
in these constants are usually underestimated, but should be given proper thought as our examples show.
We consider a minimal example to clarify the differences in the presented method and a medium sized
example describing the core metabolic process in bacteria.
In summary, our proposed framework is an extension of the deFBA, allowing us to include different kinds
of uncertainties within the model of metabolic networks. The result follows a strict optimality principle and
is guaranteed to be admissible under the influence of the constraints. Furthermore, we depict the impact of
measurement errors by comparison of robust and regular solutions of the examples mentioned above.
2
2. Dynamic Enzyme-cost FBA
Let us recap the deFBA and its mathematical description [5]. This method was developed to analyze
the biomass fluxes under changing environmental conditions as well as the enzyme levels necessary to realize
these.
2.1. Modeling metabolic networks
The networks we are investigating consist of a set of molecular species, which we divide into external
species Y ∈ Rny , internal species X ∈ Rnx , and a set of macromolecules P ∈ Rnp . All species have units
of molar amounts, [X] = [Y ] = [P ] = 1 mol. We assign each macromolecule in P its molecular weight
bi, i ∈ {1, . . . , np}, which we use to measure the total biomass bTP, b = (b1, . . . , bnp). We denote the nr
reactions between the species by the resulting reaction fluxes V = (V Ty , V
T
x , V
T
p )
T , [V ] = 1 mols , which are
divided into three classes:
• Exchange reactions Vy ∈ Rry transport matter between the inside and the outside of the cell;
• Metabolic reactions Vx ∈ Rrx convert the metabolites among each other;
• Biomass reactions Vp ∈ Rrp convert the metabolites into macromolecules or vice versa.
We are mainly interested into the time evolution of the species and reactions, X(t) ⊂ Rnx , Vy(t) ⊂ Rry , etc.
But for convenience and easy readability we drop the dependency on time t unless it is important. The effect
of a flux Vi on the time evolution of the species is given by the stoichiometric matrix S ∈ Rny+nx+np,nr as
d
dt
Y (t)X(t)
P (t)
 =
Y˙ (t)X˙(t)
P˙ (t)
 = S
Vy(t)Vx(t)
Vp(t)
 =
 SyyVy(t)SxyVy(t) + SxxVx(t) + SxpVp(t)
SppVp(t)
 , (1)
where the matrix entries si,j describe the stoichiometry of species i in reaction Vj . The macromolecules
P are usually composed of a large number of the small metabolites X, which may lead to ill-conditioned
dynamics (1) with large coefficients in the matrix Sxp . We tackle this by scaling the macromolecules and the
according fluxes by a large factor α ∈ R as
P˜ = αP, V˜p = αVp. (2)
Furthermore, we assume the internal metabolites to be in a quasi-steady-state X˙ = 0. This assumption is
valid, because the metabolic reactions Vx are much faster in comparison to the biomass reactions Vp and the
external species Y are slow variables due to the large external volume (cf. [5]). This gives us the boundary
layer condition of the scaled system as
SxyVy(t) + S
x
xVx(t) + α
−1Sxp V˜p(t) = 0, (3)
so that Sxp is normalized with α. For convenience we will write V˜ = (Vy, Vx, V˜p) for the scaled fluxes. Let us
first discuss the other constraints in the model. The most important one is the enzyme capacity constraint.
Most of the macromolecules P are enzymes whose amounts limit the possible reaction fluxes. We assume
that the first nm entries in the vector P correspond to these enzymes. The maximal reaction rates are
determined by the reaction specific catalytic constant kcat,±j , j ∈ {1, . . . , nr}. We differentiate between the
forward constant kcat,+j and the backward constant kcat,−j , if the reaction is reversible and both directions
are catalyzed by the same enzyme. Since some enzymes are capable of catalyzing multiple reactions, we
denote the set of reactions catalyzed by the enzyme Pi as
cat(i) = {j ∈ N | Pi catalyzes Vj}. (4)
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The constraint for the enzyme Pi then reads in short∑
j∈cat(i)
∣∣∣∣ Vjkcat,±j
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Pi. (5)
To eliminate the absolute value in constraint (5) and transform it into a linear constraint, we have to
include all possible sign-combination of the occurring kcat-values. As an illustration consider P1 catalyzes
V1 reversibly and V2 irreversibly. Then we can write (5) as
Hc,1V =
(
k−1cat,+1 k
−1
cat,+2 0 . . . 0
−k−1cat,−1 k−1cat,+2 0 . . . 0
)
V ≤
(
1 0 . . . 0
1 0 . . . 0
)
P = HE,1P. (6)
The concatenations of the matricesHc,1 toHc,nm andHE,1 toHE,nm , are written asHc andHE , respectively.
We include the scaling of P˜ by splitting this into the different kinds of fluxes as
αHc,yVy + αHc,xVx +HcV˜p ≤ HEP˜ . (7)
and use the short notation
H˜cV˜ −HEP˜ ≤ 0. (8)
Usually, any organism needs a certain amount of structural macromolecules to keep working, e.g. the cell
wall separating it from the outside. We express this necessity by enforcing certain percentages of the scaled
biomass bT P˜ to be made of the structural components, e.g for a structural protein P˜s
ψsb
T P˜ ≤ P˜s, (9)
with 0 < ψs < 1 being the minimal fraction of the total biomass for P˜s. As before, the extension of (9) to
the network level can be expressed by collecting the individual constraints into
HBP˜ ≤ 0, (10)
where the rows of HB correspond to ψsb
T − eTs for different indices s. We call (10) the biomass composition
constraint. Moreover, we consider the positivity constraint of all species
Y ≥ 0, X ≥ 0, P˜ ≥ 0 (11)
and biomass-independent flux constraints
Vmin ≤ V ≤ Vmax. (12)
The last step to construct the optimization problem is the introduction of the objective functional J as
J(T, Y0, P˜0) =
∫ T
0
bT P˜ (t) dt, (13)
depending on the initial values Y0 = Y (0), P˜0 = P˜ (0) and the chosen end-time T > 0. Since b
T P˜ is
proportional to the total biomass, this objective functional represents the accumulation of biomass over
time and corresponds to the assumption that the modeled organism optimizes itself to grow as fast as
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Figure 1: Numerical results for the example in Section 2.2. Plot A© shows a mixture of linear and exponential growth for
T = 3 h and kE = 1 h
−1, B© shows pure linear growth for kE = 0.5 h−1, and C© shows exponential growth until the end-time
T = 3 h for kE = 10 h
−1.
possible. Finally, we can formulate the full optimal control problem as
max
Y (·),P˜ (·),V˜ (·)
∫ T
0
bT P˜ (t) dt
s.t.
(
Y˙ (t)
˙˜P (t)
)
=
(
Syy 0 0
0 0 Spp
)(
Vy(t)
V˜p(t)
)
Y (0) = Y0, P˜ (0) = P˜0
SxyVy(t) + S
x
xVx(t) + α
−1Sxp V˜p(t) = 0
H˜cV˜ (t)−HEP˜ (t) ≤ 0
HBP˜ (t) ≤ 0
Y (t), P˜ (t) ≥ 0
Vmin ≤ V˜ (t) ≤ Vmax
(14)
Depending on the initial conditions Y0, P˜0, this linear dynamic optimization problem determines the optimal
fluxes V˜ (t) and the corresponding enzyme levels P˜ (t) at all times t ∈ [0, T ].
The problem with this approach is, that the optimization can lead to artificial results. For example,
the optimal solution may only predict the production of the macromolecules with the best biomass yield.
Whereas, this is an optimal solution from a mathematical standpoint, we know that biological systems
usually do not behave this way. We present this behavior in the following example.
2.2. Example: Enzymatic growth
We present a simple model, which we already analyzed very detailed in [14], to give the reader an idea
how changing the catalytic constant kcat or other system parameters, e.g. the end-time T , can impact the
quality of results. In this model the organism can either invest in the production of catalyzing enzymes
to increase its capability for growth or it can produce storage components, which have a better biomass
yield. We use a minimal model size by introduction of one external nutrient N , one internal metabolite
A, two macromolecules M,E, and three irreversible reactions VM , VA, VE with stoichiometry as shown in
(15a)-(15c).
VA : N → A (15a)
VE : 100 N + 100 A → 1E (15b)
VM : 100 N + 100 A → 1M. (15c)
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The external nutrient N represents a collection of components necessary for growth, such as carbon, nitrogen,
etc. Further processed components made from these nutrients are collected as the internal metabolite A.
We differentiate the macromolecules into the group of enzymes E, collecting the whole enzymatic machinery
needed for growth, and non-enzymatic macromolecules M . These reflect storage components such as lipids,
starch, and glycogen. We handle the large difference in the stoichiometric values by scaling with the factor
α = 100 as described in (2). The scaled dynamics for this model are
dx˜
dt
= S˜V˜ ⇔ d
dt

xN
xA
x˜E
x˜M
 =

−1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1
0 1 0
0 0 1

VAV˜E
V˜M
 (16)
According to steady-state assumption (3), we do not allow accumulation of the metabolites A
x˙A = 0 = VA − V˜E − V˜M . (17)
We further assume all three reactions are catalyzed by the enzymatic macromolecules E with the respective
catalytic constants k = (kE , kM , kA). Hence, the enzyme capacity constraint (8) for the scaled system is
given as
α
VA
kA
+
V˜E
kE
+
V˜M
kM
≤ x˜E . (18)
We collect the molecular weights of the species in the biomass vector bT = (bE , bM ) and define the objective
functional as
max
V˜ (·)
J(V˜ (·), x˜0) = max
V˜ (·)
∫ T
0
bT x˜(t) dt = max
V˜ (·)
∫ T
0
bM x˜M (t) + bE x˜E(t) dt, (19)
with initial values x˜0 and fixed end-time T . We have already shown analytically in [14] that this system
can experience basically three different growth modes depending on the chosen parameters and end-time T .
Growth in this sense means the change of the biomass over time bT x˙.
• A stationary phase with x˙ = 0, which occurs as soon as nutrients deplete.
• A linear growth phase starting at τ with the optimal solution
x∗N (t) = x
∗
N (τ)− 2x˜∗M (t)
x˜∗E(t) = x˜E(τ)
x˜∗M (t) = x˜M (τ) +
kAkM
kA + αkM
x˜E(τ)(t− τ),
(20)
meaning the solution predicts only increase in the storage M , while keeping the amount of enzymes
E constant.
• An exponential growth phase starting at τ with the optimal solution
x∗N (t) = x
∗
N (τ)− 2x∗E(t)
x˜∗E(t) = x˜E(τ) exp
(
kAkE
kA + αkE
(t− τ)
)
x˜∗M (t) = x˜M (τ).
(21)
If we assume unlimited nutrients, we would expect a biological system to work exclusively in the exponential
phase and produce no storage M at all. But the formulation as an optimization problem can generate
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Table 1: Numerical values for the parameters in Example 1
parameter bM [g mol
−1] bE [g mol−1] kA [h−1] kM [h−1] kE [h−1]
value 150 100 150 2 1
solutions containing linear growth phases depending on the system parameters and the end-time. For this
example, we fix the end-time T = 3 h, and vary the value of kE ∈ [0.5 h−1, 5 h−1] with a nominal value of
kE = 1 h
−1. The other parameters are shown in Table 1. The initial amounts are chosen as xN (0) = 106
mol, xE(0) = 0.1 mol, and xM (0) = 0.1 mol to ensure nutrients are not limiting. We refrain from plotting
the results for N as these are given by the dynamics
x∗N (t) = x
∗
N (0)− 2(x˜∗E(t) + x˜∗M (t)). (22)
We can observe a partwise linear solution plotted in Figure 1 A©. As mentioned, we chose the parameters
such that the yield of the storageM is larger (bM > bE), but depending on the parameters exponential growth
is preferred as it enables quicker nutrient uptake. Up until t = 1.12 h, the solution shows an exponential
increase in enzymes, but afterwards all resources are used to maximize biomass by producing only storage.
This contradicts our expectation of exclusive exponential growth in a non-limiting nutrient situation, but
slight changes to kE can change these results completely. Using the minimal value kE = 0.5 h
−1, we
can observe a solution consisting of a single linear growth phase in B©. This change in the reproductive
capabilities of E is enough to make purely linear growth the most effective solution. Following [14], we can
even pinpoint the exact conditions necessary for optimal linear growth
T <
2(kMbM − kEbE)
bMkMkE
and xN (T ) ≥ 0 (23)
Equation (23) also shows, that the end-time T is as important as the other system parameters for the quality
of the solution. The right plot C© uses the maximal value of kE = 10 h−1 and shows a purely exponential
growth behavior. This is interesting because the instantaneous yield of the storage M is still better in this
case (bM > bE), however, the exponential solution is able to outgrow the linear growth mode for large kE
values.
Inspecting the results of this minimal example, we are now facing two problems. Can we eliminate the
mathematical artifacts from solutions like the one presented in A© and how can we handle the uncertain
value kE . Interestingly, the answers to these questions are highly related. First we extend the deFBA with
means from Model Predictive Control (MPC) to answer the first one.
3. Short term deFBA
The previous example shows artifacts of the optimization technique in form of linear growth phases (cf.
Figure 1 A© and B©). We present in this section an extension of the deFBA method, which helps to eliminate
these artifacts and can reduce the computational cost of finding the optimal solution.
3.1. Using a receding prediction horizon
An obvious mismatch between our models and a real microorganism is a vast difference in knowledge
on the development of the environment. The deFBA depicts a deterministic environment and solves an
optimization problem with exact information for all times t ∈ [0, T ]. Real biological systems on the other
hand are acting more like Model Predictive Controllers (MPC) [15], meaning they react and adapt to
changing conditions on the fly. Hence, we wanted to use the basic idea of a reacting system in our model
by the inclusion of the receding prediction horizon.
In the original deFBA formulation (14) we solve one large optimization problem over until the end-time
T . here, we define instead a prediction horizon p > 0 representing the time the system can plan ahead.
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Thus, we solve an iterative scheme opposed to a single optimization problem. We introduce a step size
h > 0, h ≤ p to discretize time on the equidistant grid ∆t
∆t = {tk = kh | k = 0, . . . , N}. (24)
Each of the individual optimization problems over the control times kh, k ∈ {0, . . . , N}, kN = T is defined
as
max
Y (·),P˜ (·),V˜ (·)
∫ kh+p
kh
bT P˜ (t) dt
s.t.
(
Y˙ (t)
˙˜P (t)
)
=
(
Syy 0 0
0 0 Spp
)
V˜ (t)
Y (kh) = Yk, P˜ (kh) = P˜k
SxyVy(t) + S
x
xVx(t) + α
−1Sxp V˜p(t) = 0
H˜cV˜ (t)−HEP˜ (t) ≤ 0
HBP˜ (t) ≤ 0
Y (t), P˜ (t) ≥ 0
Vmin ≤ V˜ (t) ≤ Vmax.
(25)
After solving the problem (25) for fixed k, the first part t ∈ (kh, kh + p) of the calculated trajectories is
appended to the solution curves Y ∗, P˜ ∗, V˜ ∗. Then the next iteration is initialized with the updated values
Yk+1 = Y ((k + 1)h), P˜k+1 = P˜ ((k + 1)h). For our numerical results we discretize all variables on ∆t
(24) and denote the approximation of the species states Yk, P˜k and reaction fluxes V˜k. We further express
the prediction horizon as p = pˆh. The dynamics of the system are substituted by a collocation method
f : Rny × Rnp × Rnr → Rny+np . As an example, the problem (25) can be discretized with an 1-step
collocation method f as
max
(Yl,P˜l,V˜l)l∈{k,...,k+pˆ−1}
k+pˆ∑
l=k
bT P˜l
with given Yk, P˜k
and ∀l ∈ {k, . . . , k + pˆ− 1}(
Yl+1
P˜l+1
)
= f(Yl, P˜l, V˜l)(
Sxy , S
x
x , α
−1Sxp
)
V˜l = 0
H˜cV˜l −HEP˜l ≤ 0
HBP˜l+1 ≤ 0
Yl+1, P˜l+1 ≥ 0
Vmin ≤ V˜l ≤ Vmax
(26)
We call the problem (26) the short-term deFBA (sdeFBA). Solving the system starting at the k-th time
step, gives us the optimal fluxes for the next pˆ-time steps. However, we only implement the first fluxes {V˜k}
and reformulate (26) for the next iteration for k + 1.
This approach is beneficial in multiple ways, e.g. we already mentioned the possibility to eliminate
mathematical artifacts, see also Example 4.2. But the most relevant advantage for us is the availability of
algorithms to handle uncertainties in such problems via multi-stage NMPC [12].
Since we have already shortly discussed in Example 2.2 that different end-times T may lead to qual-
itatively different results, we are facing the same problem in choosing the prediction horizon p. In most
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Figure 2: Illustration of method to choose the prediction horizon. Upper bound on linear growth shown in red (◦), lower bound
on exponential growth in blue (), and the optimal solution in brown (x).
applications of MPC the prediction horizon is dictated by real-time requirements for the computation and
is chosen as large as possible to maximize performance. For our approach we are interested in a prediction
horizon pup such that a solution including exponential growth phases is attainable. This means, we need to
choose pup sufficiently large such that linear solutions become suboptimal, whilst keeping pup as small as
possible for the sake of low computational cost.
3.2. Choosing the prediction horizon
Our idea to choose the prediction horizon is based on the results of Example 2.2. Looking at the plots
A© and B© from Figure 1, we can see that for short times linear growth is faster than exponential growth.
But an exponential solution outgrows a linear one after enough time, as sketched in Figure 2. Hence, we
calculate the maximal achievable linear growth rate and compare it to a suboptimal solution with enforced
exponential growth. The time at which the suboptimal exponential solution outgrows the best linear one
is then chosen as the prediction horizon, to ensure the solver will choose an exponential growth solution if
available. In the following we show how to compute these solutions.
Based on the initial biomass composition P˜0 = P˜ (0) we define an upper bound on linear growth b
T P˜lin(t)
by maximizing the slope of the curve bT P˜lin(t) at t = 0. Additionally, we set the system dynamics to
˙˜P = Spp V˜lin, with V˜lin(P˜0) ∈ Rnr . This translates to the optimization problem similar to the standard FBA
[1]
V˜max = arg max
V˜lin
bTSpp V˜lin,p
s.t.
(
Sxy , S
x
x , α
−1Sxp
)
V˜lin = 0
H˜cV˜lin −HEP˜0 ≤ 0
Vmin ≤ V˜lin ≤ Vmax.
(27)
Please note that (27) is independent of the real nutrient situation Y (t) as it represents a strict upper bound.
We use the solution V˜max to obtain the corresponding biomass trajectory by solving the differential equation
˙˜Plin = SpV˜max ⇒ P˜lin(t) = P˜0 + tSpV˜max. (28)
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To calculate a lower bound on the exponential growth solution we construct another optimization problem
inspired by the Resource Balance Analysis (RBA) [4]. In RBA one is looking for enzyme levels which
maximize the growth rate µ(P˜0) ∈ R of the system. We enforce balanced growth [16], meaning the biomass
composition is fixed during growth, via the dynamics ˙˜P = µP˜ . As before, we solve this only at time t = 0
and identify the flux vector V˜exp ∈ Rnr realizing this growth rate.
µmax = max
V˜exp,µ
µ
s.t. µP˜0 = (0, 0, S
p
p)V˜exp(
Sxy , S
x
x , α
−1Sxp
)
V˜exp = 0
H˜cV˜exp −HEP˜0 ≤ 0
Vmin ≤ V˜exp ≤ Vmax
P˜ ≥ 0.
(29)
The biomass curve with the maximal growth rate µmax can be identified by solving the system dynamics
˙˜P = µmaxP˜ ⇒ P˜ (t) = P˜0 exp(µmaxt). (30)
With solutions for linear and exponential growth in hand, we now calculate the contact time pup, at which
the integrated biomass curves meet. The integral of the biomass curve for exponential growth is derived
from (30) as
Bexp(µmax, pup, P˜0) =
∫ pup
0
bT P˜ (t) dt = µ−1maxb
T P˜0 exp(µmaxpup)− µ−1maxbT P˜0 (31)
and the corresponding integral for the linear case (28) is computed as
Blin(pup, V˜max, P˜0) =
∫ pup
0
bT P˜lin(t) dt = pupb
T P˜0 + pup
2bTSV˜max. (32)
Both solutions (31) and (32) satisfy the deFBA constraints (14) but usually are suboptimal solutions to
the original deFBA problem. Therefore, we interpret (31) as a lower bound for exponential growth. We
calculate the contact time pup by solving
Blin(pup) = pupb
T P˜0 + p
2
upb
T (0, 0, Spp)V˜max = µ
−1bT P˜0 exp(µpup)− µ−1bT P˜0 = Bexp(pmax). (33)
The solution pup = 0 always exists for (33). If this is the only solution, the sub-optimal biomass curve
Bexp is larger at all times and we can choose the prediction horizon arbitrarily and still get an exponential
solution from the sdeFBA. Secondly, there may exists another solution for (33) with pup > 0. This implies
that on a horizon p ≥ pup the sub-optimal exponential solution outgrows the best linear solution (cf. Figure
2). Thus, as long as nutrients do not deplete and we choose p ≥ pup, the optimal solution for (25) must be
an exponential growth phase. Because we calculated pup based on a comparison of upper and lower bounds
without the inclusion of the actual nutrient dynamics, depending on the specific situation it could be that
a smaller prediction horizon also gives exponential growth.
4. Robust deFBA
4.1. Using multi-stage MPC
Having the sdeFBA established in the last section, we can now show how we include uncertainties in
our method via the multi-stage NMPC approach presented in [12, 13]; also presented in e.g. [17] for linear
systems. As mentioned before we want to model very different uncertainties, but mostly unknowns in the
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Figure 3: Scenario trees for different robust horizons. (Left) Example of a full branching tree. (Right) Reduced scenario tree
for a robust horizon r = 1 and three uncertainties. Only maximal deviations from nominal values are included.
model structure like parameter uncertainties, unknown stoichiometry, etc. While our framework can handle
different kinds of uncertainties at the same time, we focus in this work on the inclusion of measurement
errors in the kcat-values as leading example.
The multi-stage NMPC is based on a representation of the uncertainties by a branching tree as shown in
Figure 3 (left). Each branch represents the effect of an uncertainty dj and the optimal fluxes V j to handle
this effect. As we can only handle a finite amount of scenarios we assume all uncertainties are bounded
dj(t) ∈ [djmin, djmax] at all times. A path in the tree from the root to a final leaf is called a scenario. To make
the notation easier to read, we use an upper index for scenarios and a lower index for prediction steps. So
with each new iterative step k, we get another set of scenarios depending on the number of uncertainties
nd. The main challenge of this approach is that the scenario tree grows exponentially with the prediction
horizon p. However, previous results [13] have shown that a full coverage of the scenario tree is usually not
necessary and we can assume that the uncertainties stay constant after a certain time span. We choose
this time span to be identical to the step size h of the time grid used for the discrete approximation of
the system. This way we can simplify the tree to the form presented in Figure 3 (right). Constructing the
scenarios with the extreme values djmin, d
j
max for each d
j , we can ensure the calculated fluxes V0 are feasible
for all scenarios. Thus, considering nd uncertainties we get a total of 2
nd different scenarios, with the length
of each scenario being defined by the prediction horizon p. Figure 3 (right) shows how to handle a system
with three uncertainties where each branch corresponds to a dj of the set
dj ∈
{
(d1min, d
2
min, d
3
min), (d
1
min, d
2
min, d
3
max), (d
1
min, d
2
max, d
3
min), (d
1
min, d
2
max, d
3
max),
(d1max, d
2
min, d
3
min), (d
1
max, d
2
min, d
3
max), (d
1
max, d
2
max, d
3
min), (d
1
max, d
2
max, d
3
max)
}
.
(34)
The chronological first set of fluxes V0 in each iteration is the most important one, as this is the one we want
to implement to the final solution in each iteration. These fluxes have to be feasible under all uncertainties
dj , which we denote with d.
Multi-stage MPC dictates us to implement the scenario tree into the discrete sdeFBA (26) by optimizing
over all scenarios at once. The new objective function is chosen as the weighted sum of the individual
objectives (13)
Jˆ(t0, tf ) =
2nd∑
j=1
ωjJj =
2nd∑
j=1
∫ tf
t0
ωjbT P˜ j dt, (35)
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with start-time t0, end-time tf , and the weights ω
j . The weights can be used if additional information
on the likelihood of a scenario is given, but usually we use ωj = 1. Further, we define an index set
J = {1, 2, . . . , 2nd} for the sake of clarity. The robust approach is then defined as an iterative scheme over
k ∈ {0, . . . , N}
max
(Y j ,P˜ j ,V˜ j)j ,j∈J
2nd∑
j=1
kh+p∫
kh
bT P˜ j dt (36a)
subject to ∀j ∈ J :
(
Y˙ j
˙˜P j
)
=
(
Syy 0 0
0 0 Spp
)
V˜ j (36b)
Y (hk) = Yk, P˜ (hk) = P˜k (36c)(
Sxy , S
x
x , α
−1Sxp
)
V˜ j = 0 (36d)
H˜jc V˜
j −HEP˜ j ≤ 0 (36e)
HBP˜
j ≤ 0 (36f)
Y j , P˜ j ≥ 0 (36g)
Vmin ≤ V˜ j ≤ Vmax (36h)
Additionally we have to include the non-anticipativity constraint, which enforces the copies of the first part
of the trajectories to be identical for all scenarios.
∀ a, b ∈ J , V˜ a(t) = V˜ b(t) = V˜ (t), ∀t ∈ (kh, (k + 1)h). (36i)
The first part of the problem (36a)-(36h) is identical to the approach we presented for the sdeFBA, but
optimizes over all scenarios at once. We call the full scheme (36) the robust deFBA (rdeFBA). In the case of
measurement errors, the only influence of the uncertainties is found in the matrices H˜jc , but the framework
allows to make all entries in the constraints dependent on the scenario. As with the sdeFBA, we implement
only the first time interval V˜ (t), t ∈ (kh, (k+1)h) to the solution. For both examples presented in this work,
the dynamics are discretized using orthogonal collocation on finite elements using the do-mpc tool [18].
Within do-mpc the resulting optimization problems are solved by IPOPT [19], with exact first and second
order derivatives computed via CasADi [20]. Do-mpc also offers an efficient implementation of multi-stage
NMPC. While the rdeFBA constructs linear programs, the tools we are using support non-linear problems
and we can easily include non-linear dynamics or constraints in our models.
We calculate the prediction horizon for the robust deFBA in the way suggested in Section 3.2. Keep in
mind that changes in the catalytic constants may lower the achievable growth rate of the system significantly.
Hence, it may be necessary to calculate the prediction horizon in the scenario d1 with minimal kcat-values.
4.2. Example: Enzymatic Growth
We visit Example 2.2 a second time to see how the robust solution differs to the nominal one for this
minimal example. We assume all three kcat-values for the reactions include an error up to 20% of their
nominal values. Hence, we are looking at eight different scenarios consisting of all combinations of extremal
values
kjcat ∈
{
(kA,min, kE,min, kM,min), (kA,min, kE,min, kM,max), (kA,min, kE,max, kM,min),
(kA,min, kE,max, kM,max), (kA,max, kE,min, kM,min), (kA,max, kE,min, kM,max), (37)
(kA,max, kE,max, kM,min), (kA,max, kE,max, kM,max)
}
.
We calculated the prediction horizon as p = 3.9 h via the algorithm described in Section 3.2 and set the
end-time to T = 3 h. As in the previous example, the initial amount of nutrients is chosen so large that they
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Figure 4: Prediction horizon is set to p = 3.9 h and step size is h = 0.1 h. Plot A© shows the reference solution of the sdeFBA
with nominal kcat-values and plot B© shows the robust solution.
do not limit growth. Figure 4 shows three plots for different scenarios. The plot A© is the reference solution
of the sdeFBA for the nominal values of the catalytic constants. Due to the increased prediction horizon
in comparison to the short end-time T , this solution shows only exponential growth. In particular, we do
not observe the artificial linear growth phase (cf. Figure 1 A©). Thus, the impact of the fixed end-time T is
reduced via the sdeFBA.
The robust solution is presented in plot B©. Obviously, the inclusion of the uncertainties decreases
the overall growth rate significantly. This is due to the fact that the calculated trajectories are robust.
Thus, they must be feasible for all scenarios at the same time. The scenario using the minimal values
k1cat = {kA,min, kE,min, kM,min} is in this sense acting as an overall upper bound to the growth rate. We call
this the minimal scenario. The results of the sdeFBA in which we used these minimal values is absolutely
identical to the robust solution shown in plot B©.
Thus, we conclude that for such a simple system the robust optimization is unnecessary. But we can see
impacts of the uncertainties in the Example 4.3, which shows a larger networks including multiple pathways
for biomass production.
4.3. Example: Core Carbon Network
In this section, we consider a more sophisticated model for the uptake of different nutrients and the
transformation of these into biomass. It corresponds to the core network inside most microorganisms. This
example was previously studied in [5] with help of the deFBA under dynamic nutrient conditions. We
only present one environmental setting and compare the results for the different methods. All transport,
metabolic and biomass reactions are shown in the Tables 2-3. The different enzymes are either labeled Ej
for catalyzing metabolic reactions or Tj for transport reactions. The catalytic constants kcat for the enzymes
are derived from typical values in metabolism ([21][22][23]). The constants for the biomass reactions are
taken from measurements of translation progression rates inside E.coli [24]. The model considers ribosomes
R as the essential part of the enzymatic machinery producing all biomass components and itself. Structural
components are collected in the macromolecule S. Identifying S with the exterior membrane of the cell it
also represents the surface area and thus limits the exchange of O2, D, and E. In this model, the structural
component must be more than 35% of the total biomass for the cell to be working correctly,
0.35bTP ≤ S. (38)
For the rdeFBA we assume that three of the kcat-values include a measurement error. We have chosen
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the values
kcat,EG = 1800 1/h dEG , kcat,ET = 1800 1/h dET , kcat,R,R = 0.2 1/h dR,R, (39)
where dEG ∈ [1, 1.3], dET ∈ [0.7, 1.3] and dR,R ∈ [1, 10]. Large values for ET make the production of ATP
utilizing O2 more effective, while EG is essential for the production of the components G. The kcat,R,R-
value describes the efficiency of self-reproduction of the ribosomes R. Larger values lead to a quicker growth
and deFBA simulations have shown that this may also impact the decision if the cell prefers to stay in
exponential growth or goes to a linear growth phase. We call any phase in which any of the transporter
enzymes Tj are beeing produced an exponential growth phase, while in a linear growth phase only the best
yield macromolecule S is produced. Notice that the cell will only produce enough S to fulfill the biomass
composition constraint (38) in an exponential growth phase. In a linear growth phase production of S is
maximized, as the structural component has the largest biomass yield.
This network already captures a large variety of possible behaviors and decisions for the biomass com-
position. Varying the environmental conditions, especially the presence of oxygen, leads to very different
enzyme levels and pathway usage. Thus, we are using oxygen dynamics comparable to an aerated batch
process
d
dt
O2ext = V0 − γ0O2ext + VO2, (40)
with the oxygen inflow V0 = 20 mol/min, the ventilation rate γ0 = 0.4 1/min, and the cellular uptake flux
VO2, which is an optimization variable.
We use the same objective functional as before, namely
max
Y (·),P˜ (·),V˜ (·)
J(T, Y0, P˜0) = max
Y (·),P˜ (·),V˜ (·)
∫ T
0
bT P˜ dt. (41)
We set the initial environment to Carb1(0)=2 mol, Carb2(0)=30 mol and O2ext(0) = 50 mol. We use the
Resource Balance Analysis [4] to identify suitable initial values P˜0(Y0) leading to an optimal growth rate
in this environment for the nominal kcat-values. This ensures, that differences between the robust solution
and the non-robust only originate in the modeling method. We constrained the amount of macromolecules
at time zero to be bTP (0) = 0.005 g with the scaling factor for the macromolecules chosen to be α = 100.
The resulting initial values are shown in Table 3. We calculated the prediction horizon as pup ≈ 29.9 min
with the algorithm presented in Section 3.2 and use it for the sdeFBA as well as the rdeFBA. The step size
for the discretization was chosen as h = 0.5 min.
The result for the different methods are shown in Figure 5. At the top left the biomass bT P˜ (t) is plotted
for the different optimizers. The sdeFBA delivers qualitatively the same results as the deFBA with minor
numerical differences. Hence, we only show the sdeFBA results in more detail, since the enzyme plots for
the deFBA are indistinguishable from the ones of sdeFBA. The overall growth rate of the robust deFBA is
much lower than the one observed in the non-robust methods. The cause of this becomes clear when looking
at the other plots in Figure 5. In the top right plot we compare the time development of the nutrients.
While we can also observe a time delay as in the left plot, we also see that the robust solution does not
deplete the Carb1 source at first. This is very surprising as the parameters are chosen in a fashion to make
Carb1 the preferred carbon source. The two plots at the bottom of Figure 5 show the time development
of the biomass composition and give more insight into the different solutions. While the sdeFBA predicts
an initial increase in Ribosomes along with an increase in enzyme production capacity, the rdeFBA focuses
on the production of structure S. This behavior can be explained with the uncertainty dR,R. The robust
solution optimizes for all scenarios at once and four of those include a 10-fold increased efficiency for the
self replication of the ribosomes. Therefore, the solver decides against an initial production of ribosomes.
Furthermore, the rdeFBA predicts an increased ET production for increased ATP production from oxygen.
The sdeFBA solution on the other hand keeps the amount of structural proteins to the enforced minimum
(38) until the prediction horizon includes the time of nutrient depletion. Only then the solution predicts
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Table 2: Exchange and metabolic reactions, together with their rate constants and catalytic constants kcat. For reversible
reactions we use the same value for forward and backward reactions.
Reaction Enzyme kcat [1/min]
Exchange reactions
Carb1 → A TC1 3000
Carb1 → A TC2 2000
Fext → F TF 3000
H→ HExt TH 3000
O2ext → O2 S 1000
D↔ DExt S 1000
E↔ EExt S 1000
Metabolic reactions
A + ATP → B EB 1800
B → C + 2 ATP + 2 NADH EC 1800
C ↔ 2ATP + 3D ED 1800
C + 4NADH ↔ 3E EE 1800
B → F EF 1800
C → G EG 1800
G + ATP + 2NADH ↔ H EH 1800
G → 0.8C + 2NADH EN 1800
O2 + NADH → ATP ET 1800
an increase in structure molecules S as it is the most effective biomass component in terms of nutrients to
biomass conversion. Overall it is very confirming to see that all solutions reach an identical end-value in
total biomass. Hence, the effectiveness of the production is not affected by our changes in the catalytic
constants. But at the same time we can observe changes in the quality of the solutions and even more in
the value of the objective (41).
5. Discussion
In this paper, we have introduced two related methods for the simulation of metabolic networks coupled
with gene expression. The proposed short-term deFBA method (25) can be applied to processes in which the
end-time of the process is a priori unknown or too small to get a feasible exponential solution. To decrease
the numerical effort in each iteration, we are further investigating the effects of varying prediction horizons.
Basically, we want to find the minimal prediction horizon such that the sdeFBA can produce solution
with exponential growth. We are especially interested in comparing the predictions from the sdeFBA with
experiments investigating the actual time span bacteria plan ahead. The work [25] observes a decrease in
the CO2 production rate of yeast cells 1.5 hours before the main nutrient source, glucose, is depleted. Yeast
must therefore be capable of sensing the nutrient concentration and their gradients. This shows that the
cells are preemptively reacting to environmental changes, which can be identified as the implementation of
a prediction horizon inside natural metabolic networks.
The second method we presented is the extension of the sdeFBA to utilizing a robust optimization tech-
nique. We called this the robust deFBA (36). It represents a framework to study the impact of uncertainties
in metabolic networks and the resulting changes in predicted fluxes. It inherits the idea of the multi-stage
nonlinear model predictive control [12]. We have chosen this approach over other robust approaches for
its simplicity and easy implementation in combination with the sdeFBA. Furthermore, the description of
uncertainties by discrete events is perfectly suited for our exemplary application with measurement errors
in the catalytic constants. It is very simple to see that is sufficient to use only the maximal deviations from
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Figure 5: Comparison of Simulation results for the different methods. (Top left) Plot of biomass bTP over time for the three
methods. (Top right) Comparison of the results for the external nutrients. () represents the results for sdeFBA and (∗) shows
the rdeFBA results. (Bottom left) Biomass composition for sdeFBA. (Bottom right) Biomass composition for robust deFBA.
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Table 3: List of biomass producing reactions. All reactions are catalyzed by the Ribosomes R. Included are the according kcat
values the weights b of the macromolecules.
Biomass reactions b [g/mol] kcat [1/min] P (0) [µmol]
400 H + 1600 ATP → TC1 4 2.5 23.588
1500 H + 6000 ATP → TC2 15 0.67 0.0
400 H + 1600 ATP → TF 4 2.5 0.0
400 H + 1600 ATP → TH 4 2.5 0.0
500 H + 2000 ATP → EB 5 2 39.314
500 H + 2000 ATP → EC 5 2 36.611
1000 H + 4000 ATP → ED 10 1 19.845
1000 H + 4000 ATP → EE 10 1 0
2000 H + 8000 ATP → EF 20 0.5 2.702
500 H + 2000 ATP → EG 5 2 0.0
4000 H + 16000 ATP → EH 40 0.25 14.887
500 H + 2000 ATP → EN 5 2 0.0
500 H + 2000 ATP → ET 5 2 13.673
4500 H + 1500 C + 21000 ATP → R 60 0.2 30.994
250 H + 250C + 250F + 1500 ATP → S 7.5 3 233.333
the nominal values of the kcat-values for the creation of the different scenarios. While already leading to a
considerable reduction in the size of the scenario tree, the amount of scenarios still increases two-fold with
each additional uncertainty. Hence, it is only possible to use either a short prediction horizon or a limited
number of uncertainties inside the rdeFBA.
In Example 4.2 we have presented an equivalence between the rdeFBA results and the sdeFBA result
using the minimal scenario. This effect can not be reproduced in more complex networks. We have checked
the results of individual sdeFBA problems arising in Example 4.3 for all scenarios, whereas, none of these
results is identical to the robust solution. Hence, the effects of the uncertainties can only be observed via
the full robust problem including all scenarios at once.
Most importantly, it is obvious that the prediction from the non-robust methods violate the enzyme
capacity constraints including the measurement errors. Therefore, the modeled cells can not reach the
growth rate predicted by the non-robust methods. Additionally, in Example 4.3 we have seen that the
inclusion of measurement errors led to different usage of the pathways. This shows that the rdeFBA can
serve as a tool to analyze the sensitivity of a model to measurement errors.
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